STAY CLASSY:
Check out Kelly Fisher's
review of the Gym Class
Heroes concert, page 7
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Students
teach for
America
BYJAKECHANDER
contributing writtr
"Be the change" is one of JMU's
better-known slogans, but how exactly
does one go about becoming "change"
in today's fast-paced, complex world?
For many, the answer lies in the
Teach For America program.
Teach For America recruits college graduates from across the country and sends them to teach for two
years in one of 28 regions, including
Atlanta, Philadelphia, New York City
and Washington, D.C
Teach For America began in
1990 as the brainchild of Princeton

University senior Wendy Kopp. It
started recruiting from Northern Ivy
league(schools, but after 17 years, it
now recruits from many colleges in all
regions of the U.S., including JMU.
Teach For America Recruitment
Dinetor Stephen de Man, however,
thinks that the Dukes could be doing
more.
"JMU is nowhere near [its]
potential," he said. "Schools like the
University of Michigan, UCLA and
UVA all had over 100 applicants for
the first deadline this year."
JMU had 10 in 2006.
Sophomore Robby Bassler, a theatre major, agreed, drawing comparisons to a different, more popular organization here at JMU.
"JMU is known across the country
as one of the top medium-sized universities for producing Peace Corps
members," he said. "I see Teach For
America as the Peace Corps in our own
back yard. But a lot of students here
just don't know about it."
Junior Thomas Webb, student
coordinator of Teach For America on
campus, thinks that JMU students are
up for the challenge
"The passion for students to join
an organization like this on campus is
definitely there," he said. The JMU
culture is prime for thus. We are trying to express the right view of the
program and make sure people know
about it. There is a misconception of it
being a program for privileged people
only We have lots of amazing leaders,
all with lots of potential."
Oe Man agreed, citing the program's prestigious reputation as a
major source of these misconceptions
"A lot of people are intimidated
by the reputation, but they really
shouldn't be." he said. "We want
to make sure JMU has stock in the
pipeline of future leadership."
According to de Man, in
Washington, D.C., to percent of all
public school principals are Teach
For America alumni and as many
as half the supervisors on the board
of education are associated with the
program. In the greater New Orleans
area, one out of every three students
who go through the public school
qnten will be taught by a Teach For
America member.
"(Teach For America) members
have consistently been some of the
best teachers in America," Webb
said
De Man said that one doesn't
have to desire a profession in education to enroll in the program.
"The idea is for them to change
throughout their experience and
then apply it to their profession."
he said. "We want to make good
tr.idlers, but also good doctors and
lawyers as well."
JMU alumna Alka Franceschi
was assigned to teach at a school in
southwest Atlanta after her senior
year in 2005.
"I could probably talk for hours
about all the skills I have learned
from being part of this movement,"
she said. "I have learned how to
plan, organize, build relationships
with people in a community, and
utilize every resource possible to be
the best possible teacher for my studeilts "
Franceschi still teaches first grade
at the school where she was placed.
"I was a marketing and manage
men! double major," she said. "I
would say that my major and my
whole JMU experience gave me skills
that have helped me in terms of l>eing
committed to something and pcrseveriDf in the face of a challenge."

TWO CANDIDATES. 2,986 votes cast. With enough write-ins on the ballot to
prevent a majority winner, who will be the next SGA president? Only 0...

RUNOFF.

Sorority events aimed at
campus and community

...will decide.

BY VIVIAN YUN
contributing writer

BY ASHLEY HOPKINS
ntwiMbtOf
The results of the SGA presidential
election are in: It's a tie.
Ilk Ohavami, senator for the College
of Math and Science, won 49.833 percent of the votes. Lee Brooks, vice president of administrative affairs, received
49.196 and the rest went to write-in
candidates. Since neither of the top
two candidates landed a majority, a
runoff election must be held.
Ghavami and Brooks have an
additional week to campaign and a
re-vote will be held on Thursday,
from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m.. To
ensure a winner, students will not
have (he option of voting for a
write-in candidate.
Despite the delay, it seems as
though both candidates are looking forward to the next election.
While 3.000 students, roughly 18
percent of JMU's campus voted,
having another election will allow
both candidates another opportunity to campaign, giving them a second
chance at pulling in more voters.
"I think what people should
understand from this is that every
vote counts," Brooks said. "One
friend telling a few of their friends
really makes an outcome in the election. I'm ready to campaign another
week. I'm really excited about it."
Ghavami was also optimistic about the
next election. He said he thinks that the
additional lime will allow students who may
have been relying on hearsay about the candidates
to become more informed about their individual platforms.
"I think delaying the process for another week
actually ends up being a good thing because it
allows for another week of campaigning; it's another
week for students to get the message," he said.
"The votes are split. [Additional campaigning)
allows for people to see both sides of the story
a little note."
The tie was not the onl> loop thrown
Ghavami's way this week. The day of the
election, Thursday, the elections commission made him stop campaigning
an hour and 20 minutes before voting
ended because of a violation.
Before hosting a "Take Your
Professor to Lunch" session on
Thursday. Ghavami forgot to take off
his "Got Ilk?" election T-shirt. Since
the SGA sponsors this event and is
supposed to remain neutral, this
was a violation of election polk)
"Our definition of campaigning includes wearing campaign
materials," said Sen. Sarah
Pineres. a member of the elections committee, adding that

1,469 votes

Ghavunfa violation will not
affect his campaign during
the new election period
So far, student opinion is mixed regarding (Incoming election.
Sophomore U>anna
C.i pi an thought the revolt* was fair.
"I don't think it's
bad." she said. "Maybe a
re-vole could cause more
people to vote."
Freshman
Anna
Krii kson disagreed.
"I think it's been drawn
on too long and they should
let the pereoo with the most
votes win."
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Breast
cancer
month
begins

—

After Abby Weaver's best friend
survived breast cancer, she decided
that it was time to warn others about
the risks of the deadly illness.
October
is
Breast
Cancer
Awareness Month and the Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority has planned events for
the Harrisonburg and JMU community. All proceeds benefit breast cancer
education and the Susan G. Komen
Foundation.
"Zeta inspired me to get involved,"
Weaver said. "People encourage each
other and I stepped up and took the
opportunity."
ZTA raised around $12,000 last
year and $16,000 the year before.
This year, it hopes to raise between
$15,000 to $16,000.
"We just want people to get
involved in our events and get the
philanthropy out there." philanthropy
01 cfaab Jenny Barber said.
Survivor Night, an evening dedicated to those who have woo the fight
against breast cancer, will feature keynote speaker Karen Babb. a breast
cancer survivor who works for the
American Cancer Society. While in
the past the event featured a panel of
representatives from the Rockingham
Memorial Reeomtmctfon (enter, this
year only Babb will speak.
"It's interesting because we took
,» different direction, and I'm really
excited about the different format,"
co-committee head ofSurvrm Night,
Casey Hazlegrove, said.
ZTA members seemed to be excited about launching the events this
month.
"1 feel that we get so much support
from the university and the community and that people really care about
this cause," Barber said. "There are so
many girls who have Inrn affected I in
the sorority], and it's really great to
have people behind us. We are glad to
do it and we put a lot of work into it
every year."
Students are also excited about the
group's events.
'I learned how much of an impact
>nu can make as a group," sophomore
Lexy Mayer said. "It's a pretty good

experience."
By attending these events for
Breast ( ancei Awareness. Ha/.legrove
hopes women will gain knowledge
about the symptoms of cancer.
"Although I don't have a history
of breast cancer in my family, I hope
to gain more knowledge of the signs
ni breast 1 ancei b\ .ltd nding these
events." freshman Kimikn Red said.
Sophomore Kathleen Crosser
agreed.
You e.in really sec what it is that
[ZTA is| doing [and| what's new about
breast cancer that 1 haven't heard
about yet. ahc MM
ZTA is not only doing thus to inform
the public about breast cancer.
"We love to have JMU and the
community involved." public relations
chair Alison Ward said.
It (eels amazing and it's so great
to see that we provided that happiness to others," she said. "We love to
raise money, have fun and it's always
a great time in October."
Event! planned throughout the
montfi include the Susan (i KonKQ
5K, which drew more than 250 participants, the hreastiv.il Information
stands set up around the l-Vstival
Center providing information ofl BOW
to give a breast self-exam and other
facts about the cancer), cu washes,
a late night breakfast and Survivor
Night.
In iddition to these events, ZTA
is selling T-shirts and Breast Cancer
Awareness C(x>khooks at all events
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COLLEGE STUDENT FOCUS GROUPS
Wednesday, October 17th
10am-10:50am 0/? 11:30am- 12:20pm
We're researching different aspects of student living and are
looking for JML) students to attend a one hour on-campus
focus group. Talk to us about student living and culture, and
walk out with $25 cash.

This Wednesday is
College Band Night at The Puh -

TO APPLY
Email collegestudeniopinion@yahoo.com
with your name, age, year in school,
and timing preference.

Midnight Train w/ Simplified
18 and up

Thursday October 11th
2050- The Ultimate led Zeppelin experience

THE SMALL PRINT
You will be notified of your eligibility and specific location information by email
Available only to currently enrolled JMU students. Limited number of openings
available. For contact or questions, email the above address.

18 and up

Returning on Thursday October 18th
DJ Groovematic
.

delta delta delta
presents

charity
denim
Thursday October 11 th
10am-3pm
Transitions Room in Warren
Buy designer jeans like Citizens of Humanity. Seven for All
Mankind. Blue Cult. & Sacred Blue for a discounted Price!
A percentage of the proceeds goes to

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
for more information, contact bornaral@jmu.edu or morri2mk@Jmu.edu

dotheDub.com
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SOCCER >
JOGGING
greater body fat percentage and gained
more muscle mass. Also, their blood
pressure fell and improved their athletic ability.
Pierce believes one factor that may
contribute to soccer's advantage is the
constant change in speed and skills
"For joggers, they're running constantly and all of a sudden they come to a
quick stop," he said. "For soccer, there's a
lot of standing but when the ball comes to
your area you have to sprint suddenly."
Armold agreed that the change of
pace is harder on a player's body.
"Different positions involve running
differently," Armold said. "I don't really
jog voluntarily. Soccer is a more competitive sport."
Krustrup said in soccer, players use

BY KATIE THISOCU
stoHwritM

Juniors James Armold and
Philip Pierce already know
the benefits of playing soccer. As members of the
men's club soccer team,
they both agree with the
results of a new study, which concludes
that playing soccer provides more physical benefits than jogging.
The University of Copenhagen's Dr.
Peter Krustrup conducted a 12-week
study comparing the fitness and health
levels of untrained soccer players and
joggers. Both groups were active for one
hour, two to three times each week.
He found that soccer players lost a

A decade
of Gen Eds

their bodies more effectively.
"Soccer is an all-'round form of practice because it both keeps the pulse up
and has many high-in tensity actions,"
Krustrup said in a news release about his
study. "When you sprint, jump and tackle
your opponents, you use all the fibers in
your muscles. When you jog at a moderate pace, you only use the slow fibers."
However, many joggers believe that
their preferred form of exercise involves
a convenience and ease factor.
Though
sophomore
Gabriella
Romaniello used to play soccer and run
cross-country, she now prefers running.
"It's easier to run on a track or outside
than to play soccer," Romaniello said.
sM$0Cai,pHi4

Sustainable-business program joins COB
BY KAYU FUMING
contributing write

JMU will be able to add another bullet to its list of accomplishments next
fall widi the start of an undergraduate sustainable-business certificate program.
"We have a perfect storm going here." Robert Kander, dean of the
College of Integrated Science and Technology, said. "The student population wants this, the administration wants this, there's a high demand
from alumni and employers and society in general. It was a no-brainer
to start this program."
While sustainable business is becoming an important global issue,
there are only a handful of universities in the nation offering this program or something similar, reported sustainablebusiness.com. It contributes to an equitable and ecologically sustainable economy by offering products and services to society and keeping the well-being of Earth
and its inhabitants in mind.
"You aren't going to see a lot of sustainable-business programs, but it's a
topic that's very important on campus." Kander said. "President Rose personally believes in sustainability. There's a coalition of student organizations
called tin-Clean Knerg) Coalition We can't teach il if we don't practice, it
This summer the College of Business' advisory board discussed the high
demand for sustainable businesses and found it beneficial to incorporate
it into the curriculum. The board worked alongside CISAT to establish the
program for undergraduate students, and now the College of Engineering
and CISAT will incorporate sustainability components into their classes.

BY JOHN SUTTER
(ontrifetrtng wn»t*

Everyone's favorite classes are hitting the double
digits. This year marks the tenth anniversary of the
General Education Program at JMU.
In 1997, a faculty review board implemented the
current General Education Program. Dean of University
Studies Linda Cabe Halpern said this included the creation of easier-to-manage courses organized in packages
related to different majors.
"We knew we were after a coherent experience for our
students and that we really believed in the importance of a
liberal arts and sciences education," she said.
Over the past ten years, only a few major changes
have taken place. Halpern said that because of the
increase in the size of the freshman class and majors
reorganizing their programs, the Gen Ed program had
to change some of the original curricular designs.
"Some curricular decisions of the original program,
were not sustainable as the university grew," Halpern
said.
General Education classes used to be linked into packages but now reside in clusters according to types of class
and the sequence in which students should take them.
Halpern said she thinks the program will continually adapt and change to handle the increased enrollment of the freshman class.
Although the General Education program didn't plan
any major celebration for its anniversary, outstanding student work was highlighted at the recent (Jcneral Education
Conference that was held during Family Weekend. The
program also provided a timeline of events showing major
accomplishments in the history of tin; General Education
Program as well as a newsletter.
Jonathan Gibson, professor of music and freshman
adviser, thinks the Gen Ed clusters could more clearly
relate to majors.
"(There's] always room for improvement, but it works
better than any other program I've seen." Gibson said.
Gibson also stated that the program is necessary and
essential to a true liberal arts education.
Junior ISS major Justin Broughman disagrees; he
thinks the program is too-broad.
According to Broughman, a "student's GPA to suffer because they are forced to take a class they are not
interested in."
Although Broughman didn't appreciate some
aspects of the program, he did realize that certain
classes and things he learned did help prepare him for
the rest of his college career.
Freshman Valerie Gibbs approves of the JMU pro
gram and believes it is necessary for a true liberal arts
education.
"It is good to have these classes because they go
into a deeper level than in high school," she said.
Freshman Logan Schuerman agreed.
"I think it is important to explore a variety of subjects,* he said.
Last year JMU won the Council for Higher Education
Accreditation Award for Institutional Progress in
Student Learning Outcomes in the General Education
Programrfor the strong relationship between student
learning and program assessment practices.

"Sustainability and profit are not separate areas of a business."
Kander said. "Companies can still make a large profit while being environmental. They are looking for ways to minimize their footprints left
on the planet."
Students are also excited about the program.
"Trie way the university is going towards sustainability, 1 think there will
be more people interested in it," junior Emily Thomas said. "Lots of people
will realize what a hot topic it is right now. Especially since business majors
will be taking 1SAT courses and vice versa to get this certificate."
Kander agreed. .
"All [COB or ISATj majors will take these courses and get exposure
to it," he said. "The leverage factor will be large since many can leam
about it. It will be hard to graduate from these majors without hearing
anything about sustainability. It will be everywhere."
Kander thinks that the certificate program will make it easier for
students to make a difference.
There Is nothing negative in this process at all," he said. "I'm positive
about the students, die faculty, the administration and the position JMU is
in. Schools don't find these win-win situations often. Because we have a higher level of cooperation among the colleges, we work across units so easily."
Clean Energy Coalition President Ryan Powanda thinks the program
can be taken even further.
He said, "The next way to go with this certificate program is to
incorporate some kind of general education for sustainability, so everyone can leam it, not just these specific majors "
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SOCCER: Students exercise based on own
interests regardless of results of new study
SOCCER, from ptfe 3

Holly Bailey, fitness and nutrition coordinator
at UREC, believes that people should just exercise
based on their own interests.
"I feel that both can provide similar benefits,"
Kailey said. "The biggest thing I feel that matters
is that a person exercises. If one prefers soccer,
that is what they should do. Others do not feel
comfortable with team sports and jogging may be
the preferred choice of exercise. The key is to do
something you enjoy and just be active. The motto
with physical activity should be 'move more, sit
less.'"
Freshman K.iihv Olmstead, another jogger,
said she will not change her workout based on
the study's results. One of her goals is to increase
her personal endurance, which she doesn't think
would happen by playing soccer.
"I'm horrible at soccer, so I wouldn't play it,"
Olmstead said. "I've always approached running

that the more you do it, the more endurance you
build up. But in soccer, you're not always continuously running."
Another factor that Krustrup explored within
his study was how participants felt after their
exercise. Joggers usually felt tired, while the soccer
players did not think their workout was too hard.
"When you jog, you focus on yourself," he said
in the press release. "You notice the efforts and
the breath lessness. When you play soccer, you
push those thoughts aside. It's fun, the players are
caught up in the game and they don't notice that
their hearts are pounding. TTiat is also happens to
be very good exercise is an additional bonus."
Senior Matt Patterson agreed.
"I would much rather have fun and play a
sport than just go jogging," he said. "Your adrenaline is going when you play soccer, and you're
not thinking about (exercising!. You just want
to win."
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Toads Place
Where The Legends Play
The Legendary Saturday Night
Dance Party
...Every Saturday

(ksskt AwardOoptoriook,
HHKominik

1870 East Market Street
across form Valley Mall

(540) 433-8599
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Harry Potter
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Hanson
"Locksley
'You Guys Are Girls

10/10

Michael Franti &
Spearhead
'Blue King Brown

10/11

moe

10/12

Gov'tMule
10/14
•Grace Potter & The Nocturnals
Umphrey's
McGee

Joe Bonamassa
The Bonesmen

10/18

Guster
'Brett Dennen

10/23

They Might Be
Giants
'Oppenheimer

10/24

The Disco Biscuits...10/25
'Peter Prince & Moon Boot Lover

10/16

Tickets at: www.ToadsPlaceRVA.com, 800-514-ETIX (3849).
Plan 9 Music BK Music and Richmond Harley-Davidson locations.
140 Virginia Street, Richmond, VA 23219
www.ToadsPlaceRVA.com
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House Editorial

Letters to the Editor

SGA runoff election should not happen
The recent SGA elections proved to be unsiuprising with a runoff election in
Wesupport the idea of having the opportunity to write in candidates' names
order. There was little over half of a point of difference between the two candidates because we feel this is the essence of democratic decision-making. Our bet
last Thursday, with Lee Brooks and Ilk Ghavami both receiving just over 49 per- would be that many apathetic students write in ridiculous names like Mickey
cent of the vWes for student body president. So, despite Ghavami squeaking by Mouse or Jon Stewart or volunteer their unknowing roommate or fellow classwith just 19 more votes than Brooks, there is no winner.
mate to be president - but it is still an important part
Candidates need a majority to win, meaning in this case c c
— of the process and the initial votes should be used to
50 percent plus one vote was needed to declare a winner.
determine the winner. Runoff elections might be less
The small number of write-ins on the ballots was enough to
»hp ^RA
^hfllllH rhnnnp
effective because it could be difficult to draw the same
3UH b 0U,a
IUn e
prevent a majority from being achieved.
. "J™
"
"
9
amount of voters as in the initial election.
The SGA's current policy makes it incredibly difficult to |fS eleCtlOll DOllCV tO require
Runoff elections are a waste of time and money.
secure a winner during the first round of elections. Instead
nL.nllhi rntliar iknn
They also create unneeded anxiety for the candidates
of requiring the near-impossible feat of garnering 50 per- 0 piUlQIIiy 1011161 InQn 0 involved in this nail-biting procedure What coukl be accent of voters' support, the SGA should change its election mflinritv tn win
complished with a week of campaigning and two days
policy to require a plurality rather than a majority to win. ",ulul" I lu «■"•
of voting must be prolonged to two weeks of campaignThis would enable the candidate with the most overall votes
and four days of voting. Twice the campaigning time
59 ing
to take the position. Even in 2003 the flaw in the majority
also means twice the funds needed to spread your name
system was evident when four candidates ran for the posiaround JMU.
tion of student body president, forcing a runoff election. A
Plurality would simplify the process and allow
clear winner would have been designated if only a plurality was required, as the student body to cast their vote and elect their leaders based on highest
the leading candidate had 45 percent of the vote.
numbers, but not a specific ratio.
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Virginia Tech families can't replace
loss of loved ones with money
Poor Virginia Tech. It jusl
can't seem to catch a break. I ast
April, a nutjob walked onto campus and killed 31 students and
teachers. Now, families of seven
deceased students are considering suing the school for not
protecting the students, according to an April 22 article in The
Roanoke Times.
You know, the families have
a point. Tech officials probably should have checked their
depraved lunatic radar to see if
any potential crazies were lurking
close to campus.
Why wasn't campus closed
after the first shooting? Because,
as stated in the report released
on the tragedy, police had valid
reasons to believe it was an isolated incident and were looking
for an identified suspect - the
first victim's boyfriend.
Tech officials could have done
more. There is the obvious solution: Tech locks every door, everyone wears bullet-proof vests,
and Techs president stands at
the gate of a thirty foot fence surrounding campus, keeping all the crazies outside.
This could be a great opportunity to teach
students about Israel's West Bank, the West
Bank is a part of Israel under military occupation, with an 8-foot-wall surrounding it. But
bullet-proof vests are expensive when supplied
to 25,000 people.
Couldn't gun control have prevented the
tragedy? No - in the United States, nine guns
exist for every ten people, according to the Small
Arms Survey 2007 by the Geneva-based Graduate
Institute of International Studies. So anyone who
really wants a gun can get one.
Gun control will do a great job at stopping
John Deere from buying his next rifle, but won't
stop people who are out of their gourd from buy-

ing a Clock out of the trunk of a car. So in light of
recent events, there are better alternatives.
What do these parents think they will get from
this lawsuit? They want money - and they've
already got it. According to an Aug. is New York
Times article, each family will be paid by the state
up to $i8o,ooofor their loss. But the families want
more money, which sounds like an inappropriate
response to me.
I don't know what it's like to experience the
death of a child. Still, I can't understand how more
money is going to help alleviate the pain from the
loss of a child. The professors' families need more,
since they have lost a source of income, not the
students' families.
Several weeks ago The Breeze ran an edito-

rial about Europeans' view of
Americans. In general they don't
like us. One thing Europeans say
is Americans sue each other too
often. I hate tu gi\e the AineiK,Ihaters any credit — but they have
a point. Americans love suing
each other like squirrels love
nuts, like Sunny loved Cher (at
first) and like Hillary Clinton
loves laughing at strange times.
These families think they
can get more money from the
commonwealth by suing because
they have watched ridiculous
suits win before.
Big tobacco loses and pays
billions because someone died
from smoking, a New York Times
article said American Airlines
owed uninjured passengers $2
million after some scary turbulence, and a Houston Chronicle
article said an ambulance driver
tried to sue the city he worked for
after he was fired for stopping to
get doughnuts while transporting
a patient to the hospital.
Enough with the atarmism
response to an isolated incident.
When a shark attack happens, we don't wear
chain mail into the water and place an underwater fence several miles out to sea, we simply
understand that not all sharks are crazy and
want to eat us, but there are some out there who
are going to attack us whether we like it or not.
If we want to go swimming in the ocean, it's a
risk we have to take. Living in a world where
people choose their actions means that some
will make very bad decisions.
Bad things happen everywhere, but we
shouldn't assume that money is a panacea. We
need to stop suing each other at the drop of a hat.
Americans like the Tech families need to realize
that no amount of money can replace a human life.
Elizabeth Daniel is a senior English major.
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Political bullying and the
demise of civil discourse
Perhaps the most devious aspect of human
problems to get bigger and bigger.
nature is the tendency of one person to demean
Our legislators in Congress are much more
or humiliate other people who think differently. concerned with calling a bunch of hearings and
We see it all the time, especially in politics
conducting a bunch of investigations to try to
- from General "Betray Us" to Harry Reid callmake political points than they are with trying
ing President Bush a "loser" on the Senate floor, to fix our broken health care, education, imto Ann Coulter's new book If Democrats Had
migration and social security systems. But who
Any Brains, They'd Be Republicans. It is discan blame them for acting the way they do? The
graceful and disgusting, but that is the nature of media loves it.
American politics in the 21st century.
The mainstream media embraces the bullyIn America, we all enjoy the freedom to
ing tactics of the people whom they agree with.
speak freely and openly about our opinions on
It's no secret that most news reporting today is
anything from the merits of
driven by ideology and it has
46the Iraq war to whether or
affected the quality of the news
not Britney Spears is a train
we receive in this country.
wreck.
ln America, we all
Fox News reports mainly
The freedom to express
from the right and just about
enjoy
the
freedom
to
ourselves is the foundation
everything else reports from
of many of our other freedegrees to the left. The
speak freely and openly varying
doms. It is the fundamental
New York Times gave MoveOn.
aspect of all free societies.
orga $116,000 discount to
about our opinions...
However, in the last 10
post its despicable ad attacking
or 20 years, many people
— V < "'ii Petreaus's integrity in its
have used their freedom of
newspaper. That's only one; I
speech to justify vicious percould go on and on but I have a
sonal attacks and engage in,
word limit to abide by.
as the Clintons infamously put it, "the politics
An unfortunate result of the political bullying
is
that
many
people who want to express
of persona) destruction."
We see personal attacks in the news all the
themselves are ridiculed for their opinions.
time; Keith Olbermann calls Fox News "worse
It is sad to say that name-calling is becomthan al-Qaeda," Rush Limbaugh calls Iraq
ing more prevalent in our society as we beveterans who oppose the war "phony soldiers"
come more and more divided among partisan
and Donald Trump and Rosie O'Donnell have
lines. In a time of war. it is gravely important
called each other just about everything else.
that we find a way to settle our differences and
In today's world, it is rare for any two
work together to achieve common goals. If we
people to be able to respectfully discuss their
cannot, then our way of life is surely doomed.
differences. As a result, America is stuck in
Tony Spadaccia is a freshman political scipolitical gridlock that is allowing many major
ence and business management major.

Wom«n misrepresented in symposium
However fascinating the Battle of the Sexes
symposium may appear, Jeff Genota's recent
opinion on the male-to-female ratio of JMU was
founded on faulty perceptions and egregious
judgments.
Let me remind him that not all females are
sitting in flawlessly decorated bedrooms, flipping
through bridal magazines, simply waiting to be
whisked away by the companion of our future
lives - the companion to whom you so boldly
claim we want nothing but to domesticate and
oppress. Your flippant assumptions on the nature
of women are nothing but misogynistic judgments that are clearly underestimating our worth,
desires and abilities.
Would it come as a shock to you that some
of us may enjoy adventure and "wild" activity as
much as you do? Love for adventure and freedom
from domesticity are not attributes kept within
the confines of masculine nature.
If you don't believe me, I am fully willing to
propose a race, on foot or skis, or how about a
rock climbing competition? Or maybe 111 just
see you out on a trail somewhere, climbing a
mountain. You are right, we are surrounded by
one of the most beautiful landscapes and I too am
going to make use of it, just leave your superiority
complex at home.
Rebecca Parker
junior, justice studies
Nostalgic about American policy
Eighteen months ago, I wrote in 77ie Breeze's
Opinion section on the necessity and method of
the United States attacking Iran. With all signs
pointing to an ever-increasing chance that the
United States will attack Iran, I feel compelled to
retract that statement.
Allowing President Bush to start yet another
unconstitutional (or undeclared) war could be
disastrous for our country on many levels. Most
alarmingly, the neoconservative ideology that
currently dominates the modern conservative
movement and the Bush administration is simply
shredding our Constitution.
I,et us return to the American foreign policy
that advocates peace, prosperity and neutrality. Let us return to the American foreign policy
advocated by George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and Sen. Robert Taft. Let us return to the
American foreign policy aptly summarized by
presidential candidate Ron Paul: "We should take
our marching orders from our Constitution."
Anthony Riedel
alumnus, '07
Editorial Policies
Responses to all opinions published in The
Breeze are welcomed and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words,
must include a name, academic year,
major and phone number for verification and
can be e-mailed to breezeopinion@gmaU.com
or mailed to MSC 6805 Gi, Anthony -Seeger
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze
reserves the right to edit all submission for
length and grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily
the opinion of any individual staff member
of The Breeze.
Editorial Board:
Mary Frances Czarsty, editor in chief
Evan Dyson, managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or
James Madison University.

Submit Darts 6/ Pats online at thebreeze.org,
or e-mail submissions to brrezedpfhotmail.
com. Darts &Pats are submitted anonymously and
are printed on a spaor-mailaNe basis. Submissions
are based upon otw person 5 opinion of a
gwen sttuahon, person or event, and do
not tint NN/M/V reflect tire truth.

A "that-wasn't-yours.-now-was-it?" dart
tci the person who picked up and pocketed an
iPod instead of turning it in to lost and found.
From a disgruntled junior who labored
all summer in a factory to buy herself a
new possession, only to have it gone within
a few weeks.
A "welcome-to-the-row" pat to the new
sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta.
From a sorority sister who wishes you all
the best, including sisterhood, a chance to be
a leader and a home away from home.
A "how-do-I-make-an-informed-vote?"
dart to the SGA's Web site for not having
information about Thursday's election for
student body president.
From a senior girl who would like to read
more about the two candidates than just the
article in The Breeze.
A"the-I-8i-overpass-is-not-a-drag-racing-strip" dart to the Honda Civic drivers who
think their cars morph into Porches when
driving past the ISAT building.
From someone who knows what a crosswalk looks like and it's not a green light.
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you. me.
_^ staring contest, now!
you win. you always do.
make sure you stare really hard, taking it all in.
don't tire yourself out though, we will meet again, twice a week in fact.
for I am The Breeze.

Boston Beanerv

Got Counsel?

jmulaw.com
Paul J. Duggan, Esq.
56 W. Gay Street, #103
540-568-1810

Every Tuesday...

RtVI UK.\v| «
A TAVERN
(..(the Baton flavor down south.

Mention this ad & receive.

1 /2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS %
From 4 p.m. - Close with JAC card

You have the right to a lawyer.
Choose the right lawyer for you.

Not va d wlth my

Open Late for You!
MOD DHUI until 12 a.m.
! ri S.n until I a.m.
Sun. until I I p.m.

ISAT

°,her Promo,ion1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
S40.433.I870

"

FREE TRIAL
LESSON

Join the community of professors and students

who work together to make a difference.
Wttat U MAT? lnlegrot«d Science and Technology is on
mnovo'ive program in wtiich students work together It Up
solve rnl-world problems, from reducing oir pollution with
ohenwtive fuek W preventing bwfenomni w(ti btolednology
to anorynng trofficflow preWems using computer models.
ISAT sludents ore pert of a community of professors and
stedents who join together lo learn, solve problems
end moke o difference

Learn the ancient art of the
SAMURAI SWORD (KATANA)
and the WAY OF THE WARRIOR
(BUSHIDO)

ISAT is o flexible program that allows students lo tailor their
courses to their individual interests Because ISAT focuses on
leadership teamwork and com mum ration skills ISAT students
ore in high demand with employers and of Ion get
high starling salories freshman and sophomores,
it s not lea late to join ISAT.

Call now to reserve your space
in this exciting class!

For mon information mil www.iiwt.jmu.ia'v
or (ontact Paul Henniien at eeitrikpwdj ni.tdv.

(540) 434-8824
www.haltermankarate.com

f/'/ieffen/fl/s.fo/n
540-438-8800
1 IffliPMtMHTlJ

■ ' Urfl 111 OBJ
H*fltKtm4ih |

Roosevelt Square

College Station

ft
OPPORTUNITY

TT
Madison Manor

liberty Street

-4 bedrooms

•4 bedrooms

■2 baths

-3 bedrooms

■1,2,3, & 4 bedroom

-2 bedrooms

-2 baths

■furnished

■1.5 baths

units

■2 private baths

-3 level condos

-nice back palio

-fireplace

■washer/dryer

-laundry on -site

-located across from

■pooU lennis court

■furnished

-walk to campus
■water included

■walk lo campus

Memorial Hall

■affordable pricing

■on bus route

Various Houses
The Deck House

Devon Lane

■4-7 bedrooms

Townhomes

-older homes with

-I & 2 bedroom

-3 bedrooms

many updates

apartments

-3 full bathrooms

-ALL located within

•water included

■3-story townhome

2 miles of campus

-short walk to campus

Prices start at $225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases avail

le.

Available for 2008-2009 School Year- Beginning October 15th (Call for more Information)

Editor: Kelly Fishet
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams
breezearts@gmoil.com
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Gym Class Heroes, The Pack, DJ
Abilities rock the Convo Center
BY KELLY FISHER
a&e editor

The music blared, the crowd cheered and
the floor shook as the Convocation Center
tinned into a massive dance party Wednesday night when Gym Class Heroes took the
stage for UPB's fall concert.
"It was amazing," said freshman Brittany
Bosak. "The energy, the lights - I just liked
the whole atmosphere."
AIOIIK with Gym Class Heroes, the Verizonsponsored Campus Tour brought DJ Abilities
and The Pack to ,IMU as show openers
Before the concert, Verizon had seven]
booths for concertgoers to grab some free
merchandise. A green screen booth was also
set up where people could make a 30-second
music video dancing to Gym Class Hero's
"Clothes Off!" video. The clip would then be
sent to the participant's Verizon cell phone
DJ Abilities kicked off the concert as
people continued to file into their seats. He
got the crowd energized with his remixed
versions of "Stronger" by Kanye West and
Outkast's "Bombs Over Baghdad."
The Pack, a California hip-hop group, followed DJ Abilities and got the crowd going
with a cover of "Crank That SouUfl Boy" by
Soulja Boy. They then performed some of
their signature songs, including "In My Car"
and "Vans." The four members of the group.
Damonte "Lfl" Uno" Johnson, Brandon "I.il
B" McCartney. Lloyd "Young L" Omadhebo
and Keith "Stunnaman" Jenkins, wandered
around the stage, often standing on a ledge
right in front of the floor crowd.
Surprising the audience, Gym Class Heroes joined The Pack on stage during their
laM song, "Vans." giving the audience a
glimpse of what was to come.
The Convocation'Center was packed with
people by the time Gym Class Heroes tin.ilU
hit the stage around 9:45 p.m..
The band walked out with lead singer, Travis Travi" McCoy wearing a creepy facemask.

rft/mbrMMSmwur/pMiWbr
(lop) Gym (Joss Heroes kicked o(f their set moi included iheu hit singles 'Cupid's (boleMd" ond
Clorkes 0HT (obove) the Pod wormed up Ihe crowd os showopenen. (below) Di Abilities tunwd
the Convo inlo 0 donee club while people continued lo file in before the concert.
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"It's been a long time, Virginia." he said.
"Maybe too long. We missed you guys."
McCoy was referring to their last visit
to Harrisonburg in April 2006 when they
performed at The Pub during MACRoCk. a
music festival that showcases both local and
national independent artists.
Gym Class Heroes, made up of McCoy,
Matt McGinley (drums), Eric Roberts (bassist) and Diashi Lumumba-Kasongo (guitar),
then got down to business.
They kicked off their set with "New Friend
Request," which got the audience pumped up.
"Where's all- my '80s babies at?" McCoy
asked the crowd. "This one's for you."
Then then performed "Shoot Down the Stars,
followed by "Taxi Driver" and "Paperciits."
The band went right into their biggest
radio hit to date, "Cupid's Chokehold." It
seemed as if everyone in the crowd knew all
the lyrics and danced and sang throughout
the entire song.
Next they pt ^formed an unlikelv remix of
"Hey ThereDelilah." by Plain White Ts. featuring McCoy's 17-year-old cousin, Tyga. followed by "Make Out Club" and "Queen and 1."
Before "Viva la White Girl," McCoy explained something to the crowd.
"Sometimes as humans we forget what metaphors are." he said. This song is not about
cocaine. It's about being addicted to music
Other songs included a cover of the Artie Monkey's song "Leave Before the Lights
Come On," "Pillmatic," "On My Own Time
and "Scandalous Scholastics."
For their encore of "Clothes Oft!. McCoy
surprised everyone by performing right in
the middle of the crowd while four female
concertgoers got to dance on the stage with
the rest of the band.
"I liked how [McCoy] came down iato the
stands at the end," said senior Holly Needham after the show. "He got really personal
with the students."
It wasn't only the audience that < n
joyed themselves Wednesday night. McCo]
summed up the band's Impression 0! the
JMU crowd when addressing the audience
at the end of the show.
"You guys, hands down, made this the
best... stop on the whole tour."

Stiller brings back his comedy in 'Heartbreak' Theatre II turns into a
BY JUSTIN THURMOND
contributing wrrtti
This past weekend bronchi tin- return ot the Ben stiller comedy. "The Heartbreak Kid" delivers the bin laughs that OM would
expect from .i new Stiller (lick.
Eddie Cantrow (played In lien Sillier. "Meet the Parent!1) hN
spent his whole life without ever taking the plunge into m.imagc
After seeing all his friendfl end U girlfriends g.*t mil i ud. he lm dK
goes for it with a random girl he meets just .t couple mvks Ik-lore
That turns out to he the higgest mistake he has ever made and
that's where the movie starts to get going.
Stiller once again plays his signature character in The Heartbreak Kid." just as in most of his movies. That's not really a problem because e\rry other character is filled with crazy traits Doe,
Eddie's father is actually played by Stiller's real lite fathei Jetn
Stiller. ("King of (Queens"). He plays a very loud and dirty mouthed
character to counter Stiller's straight humoi.
Also in the movie are Kddie s scared of his wifi
friend Mac (played by Rot Corddry, The Daily Show"), crazy
Mexican Uncle Tito (played by Carlos Mcncia. "Mind of Mencia"), insane new wife Lila (played by Matin Akerman, "Entourage") and the girl he falls in love with on his honeymoon,
Miranda (played by Michelle Monaghan, Ml: D Togethei

this cast of character! makes foi i prett) good two hour laugh
feat
The east isn't the 011K good thing
.b^t the movie TiwPtrreiTj brother! The Heartbreak
( Dumb & Dumber,
I here i Something u.t
About Mary"] directed it ind the) con- •»'"
tinue to be comedic geniuses behind tin
camera. The) deliver with then raunch)
it ti Stiller
.ind shm king ityle humor just like always.
Relmed i
This mo\ i,- ||eo hooks them up with tun
nyman Stiller again, creating memorable
icenea full ol claaalc one-Hni ra.
Although it's tunny all the way through, it - .1 tad Ml pre
dictable. You can see how the particulai Scenei are going
to end up Typical itory: guy meet
t girl for him,
but it happen! to be the da) after he gets man led to another
woman. The Itor) has been done before It i-> ven basic and
doean'1 take the viewers anywhere the) haven't already been
.1 million times before. It doet --till somehow manage to make
those scenes laugh out loud funin even it you know how it's
going to end.
It might not IK- the l>est corned) ol the yeai. but it is still worth
watching. Fans of both Stillei and the ParreD) brothers Will not IHlet down.

'Sideshow' this week
BY KEUY FISHER
o&« edilof
Welcome to the freak show.
Theatre II presents its latest production, "Sideshow," this
week Junior Sarah Miles directs the play, based on the books
.iml Krics of Bill Russell and music b> Henry Kin ger.
The play takes a dark look into the lives of two Siamese
twins. Daisy and Violet Hilton, played by sophomore Blfsabetn
CfaJdostsr and senior*'orrine Groser.
The twins are discovered by talent agents Tern Connor
and Budd) Foster, played by seniors Nathan Shropshire and
Daniel Bernier, who take them to become Vaude\ ill.- sideshow
stars

It is there in the sideshow that the Hilton twins find
tame and fortune. However, a love affair ensues between
the twins and talent agents. The play then takes d.uk turn
as it follows the trials and tribulations of being | Siamese
twin In love.
The play runs Oct. 9-13 at 8 p.m., with a matinee show Oct.
14 at 2 p.m.. Tickets are $5 and go on sale toda\ from a M p.m.
it Theatre U
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Attention JMU Teams, Departments, Clubs and Organizations:

Looking for the perfect way to wish a student or
faculty/staff member "good luck," "thank you" or
"happy birthday?"
Now you can! Call The Breeze at 568-6127 or check out
www. thebreeze.org for more information.

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Don't get stucK on

l.lCts Platinum ASSCHER Cut Diamond Rin«
GIA Certified l.HCts VS2-Claritv l-Color

the beach this

Spring BreaK!
SCUBA DIVE

This Week $4,700

Price S195

\

Editor: Tim Chapman
Editor: Matthew McGovern
sparts@thebreeze.org
(540) 568-6709
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Madison ekes out win in Brookline
JMU traveled lo Brookline. Mass.. for its first Colonial Athletic Association road game Saturday, end WOO
at Northeastern University 21-14 in a defensive battle.
Madison senior strong safety Nick Adams intercepted
Northeastern junior quarterback Anthony Orio's pass
with nb seconds left in the game to seal the win.
Madison compiled only 266 yards of total offense
to Northeast era's 395. but key defensive stops were
the difference in the game. Orio threw two interceptions, one of which senior free safety Tony LeZotte
caught at the 2-yard line and returned 18 yards in the
second quarter. LeZotte led JMU with 11 tackles and
his interception came on a drive where the Huskies
had advanced to the JMU 21-yard line.
JMU junior quarterback Rodney Landers was efficient ,ind completed 10 of 12 passes for 57 yards and
one touchdown. Orio was 20-37 for 188 yards, two
touchdowns and two interceptions.
Madison relied primarily on its rushing attack and ran 40
times for 209 yards.
while the Huskies
rushed 46 times for
207 yards. Madison senior HflbecV

North Division
Overall (CAA)

Aniimme liolton rushed 18 times for
108 yards, his first 100yard performance of
the season.

r

With senior wide receiver L.C. Baker and
sophomore Patrick Ward
out due to injuries, Madison
did not have a player with
more than 14 yards receiving. Sophomore tight end
Charlie Newman led the
Duke- with 14 yards on two
catches, and caught Madison's last
touchdown of the game on its
first offensive series of the
second half.
The win puts JMU at first
place in the CAA South Division at 5-1 overall. 3-0 in the
conference, while Delaware lost
at New Hampshire and dropped
to 3-1 in CAA match-ups. The
Dukes travel to the University
of Rhode Island Saturday for their
fourth conference game, and have a
bye the following week (Oct. 20).
-from staff reports

5-0 (2-0)

Massachusetts

4*1 (2-0)

New Hampshire

3-2(1-2)

Rhode Island

1-4 (0-2)

Northeastern

1-4(0-2)

Maine

1-4 (0*3)

South Division

Overall (CAA)
James Madison

5-1 (3-0)

Delaware

5-1 (3-1)

Villanova

4-2 (2-1)

Richmond

3-2 (2-1)

William and Mary ( 3-3 (1-2)
Towson

3-3 (1-3)

mmmms/iktm

Yeah...I said it.

Drexel deals
Dukes first
conference loss

DM CHAPMAN, sports editor

Madison's coach
will be watched
'Keenly' this year

Madison outshoots Dragons
12-8 but struggles to capitalize
BY MATTHEW MCGOVtRN
assistant sports editor
Madison entered Friday's Colonial Athletic
Association opener against the Drexel DfllOM
with a 1-4-3 record and a five-game streak oj
games decided in overtime. Drexel ended that
streak when forward Bryan Ruff scored on a header
and broke a 1-1 tie with 111st 1 44 n-iii.iniiii^
"We left them open and we didn't man-mark
very well earliei m .1 similar situation." JMU coach
Tom Martin said. "That time tluit kid had a free
header, and we put ourselves in a hole now. We
really did, because we needed to get some points
out of this game."
The Dukes had not played since a Sept. 27
contest against Howard, and
could not shake off the bad
luck that has plagued them
this season. Madison WM previously undefeated against
Drexel, but the series now
stands at 4-1-1 after JMU's
first loss to the Dragons.
"We had some good things
at times and we had some bad
things at times," senior mid
fielder Tristan Murray said.
"It needs to be consistent; we
can't go up and down, we gotta
stay consistent and put in a full
90 minutes — that's the only way you're gonna net
Ws in the CAA."
JMU had a 6-1 advantage in shots with 10 minutes lelt inthehrst halt, hut Drexel forward t ukl
Ruthner scored three minutes later on an assist

6<-

Hofstra

Modtwn junior midfielder Nidi Zimmermen chows a ball Friday against Omul. Zimmermon'hod three of JMU's 12 shots.
fromFabioAssumpcuo in the38th minute. Murray scored his third career goal and the only CUM
for JMU in the 75th minute, only to have Drexel
respond by capitalizing on a corner kick with less
than two minutes left.
"ItwiHiklU'diffennt if we go
hack and l<»>k at statistics and we
don't have any chances," Martin
said "We hit the crossbar, we
missed a couple of open goals
and we make a couple mistakes
thai end up turning Ihe game."
Madison led Drexel in
shots 12-8 for the game, but
the Dragons controlled the
-TOM MARTIN
pace earls on The Dukes remUhttdtoacr.
scinded by making positional
adjustments, as they used four
substitutes in the game
"We had to pick some things up and make
MUM changes in midfield We weren't lighting
for the first balls and we weren't uiniimg the
second balls," Martin said. No we made a coupie changes, we put Kkom [Ktuk] at right back.

We weren't fighting
for the first balls and
we weren't winning
the second balls.

-99

we pushed IBillyl Swetra into midfield along
with Tristan, [playedl Kyle [Morsink] as a deep
forward, and the quality of our play turned up."
Morsink, a junior forward, accounted for two of
Madison's shots in the game. Sophomore forward
lean Tshimpaka had four shots in the game, and
junior midfielder Nick Zimmerman had three.
\t this poim in the season, we would like to
[have] a lot better win-loss record, but it's not
really about that — it's about improving game to
game," Zimmerman said. "It's unfortunate that
I COUpfe chances haven't went our way. but on
the peerittve M least we're getting the chances."
JMU lost to Delaware (1-7-1 overall, 1-1 in the
CAA) 0-1 Sunday and has either lost or tied in eight
straight games. When Delaware scored in the 71st
minute, ft wee their fint lead of the season.
Madison (i-6-;s overall, 0-2 in the conference)
will look to reverse its hick against a 5-4-2 William
and Mary team tliat won its first two conference
games this past weekend. JMU plays Friday at
William and Man, and then travels to Old Dominion (5-4-1 overall, 2-0 in the conferene) Sunday for
its fourth CAA contest.

Field Hockey improves to 11-2 with two wins

pMn by ISSKA U6Hl/i»«iiW| pltt

Sophomore Iwwwd Meghan kin (left) notched her lirst ossisl of Ifct *w» 0901ml Ike Umwtity ol California when she poised lo junior midfielder Melisso Sreloniok
in Ike ISlti miiiule Beiri ond Slefonieli lead JMU with six goals earn this seoson Junior midfielder Ashley Wolk (righl) odvonr.es Die boll in Sunday'' J-l wlT 11
California Walls has three goals and four assists in 2007.

In the dimly lit Memorial Hall Gymnasium, JMU coach Dean Keener and his staff
got an early look at this year's basketball team
during an off-season workout Tuesday.
After three losing seasons and showing
little sign of progress. Keener will need the
Dukes to shine a little brighter than the old
Harrisonburg High School court and resemble a team at a slightly higher level than the
IIMS Blue Streaks.
In the former Georgia Tech assistant's
short tenure at Madison, the lack of production in the win column has rivaled the lack
of attendance at the Convocation Center.
The Dukes have a record of 18-68, and average home attendance is less than half of the
7,100-plus arena.
In spite of it all. Keener is optimistic about
the 2007-08 season.
"It's
been
many
things over the last three
to six months that have
kind of led me to believe
that we have a group of
guys that are believing
in what we're saying and
what we're trying to do,"
Keener said.
But maybe more
important, he will need
the
athletic department
TIM CHAPMAN
to believe in what his
sports editor
team is trying to do.
Three years isn't that long, but JMU has
suffered through seven straight losing campaigns dating back to Sherman Dillard's last
four seasons from 2000-04. Dillard's recruits
are gone now, and "Keener's guys" should be
ready to produce double-digit wins.
Two new faces will be in the starting line
up this year with transfers Abdiitai Jalloh
and Dazzmond Thornton filling much needed
roles at point guard and center. Thornton is
a 6-foot-7, 275-pound sophomore who transferred from Texas Tech. Jalloh, who in some
circles has been dubbed JMU's possible savior, transferred from St. Joseph's in Philadelphia after two seasons as an all-con fere nee
performer for coach Phil Martelli.
The Dukes also return sophomore guard
Pierre Curtis, junior forward Juwann James
and senior forward Terrence Carter as probable starters. All performed well last year,
but the high-energy scoring punch that Jalloh brings might be the difference maker in
2007-08.
"1 just want to win and I don't want to
lose," Jalloh said. "I don't really think about
all of that other stuff that comes with it."
Carter, another transfer to JMU, also expressed his urge to win, elaboraling on the
ramifications this season will have on the
coaching situation.
"It's my last year, so I'm already trying to
go out on a winning end." Carter said. "But
being that Coach Keener gave me the opportunity to come to an institution like this by
giving me 1 scholarship I do feel like in a way
I m actually playing for his job."
Although Keener didn't quantify his expectations for this season he does expect a
better outcome than last year and doesn't
want his team to just play for him.
"I think the guys believe in what we're doing
but 1 don't think they're necessarily playing for
me; they should be playing as much as anything
for themselves," Keener said. "They should be
playing for a lot of reasons; for the university,
for people who've played here in the past, but to
say for one particular person or one reason, no
I think it's bigger than that."
In just a few months we'll see if JMU can
play bigger than it has under Keener because
if he doesn't get it done with his "group of
guys" then someone new will be trying to this
time next year.

Tim Chapman is a sophomore SMAD major
with a print journalism concentration.
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|(^ror Rent j
LARGI ONI HIDROOM APARTMEN LCrood location, waxher'drycr.
dishwasher, AC. no pels, available
immediately, (540)433-1569
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
shr 5hdrm home hy JM( I w/4 oihr fm
stdty priv bdrm $340/m'utl, avbl.
11/01 {540)^18-6552

|(Help Wanted]
RESPONSIVE
MANAGEMENT
(www.respomi vemanagement
com), a wildlife/ natural resource
research firm is hiring polite, professional, reliable telephone interviewer* (NO SALES). Pan-time evening
hours; Sunday-Saturday; schedule
varies based on project; Apply at
130 Franklin Street (540) 432-1888
IBARTENDING' S250' Day Potential. No Experience Necessary.
I raining Available
XT2I2

(800)965-6520

WAITRESS NEEDED: Apply in
person at Jess's Lunch downtown
after 5 p.m.

STUDENTS: NEED A JOB' Come
work with us. fun. Energetic work environment Sit and talk on the phone'
All you need is personality' Evening
hours Sunday-Thursday. Must he
available all five nights. Hourly rate
plus bonus Call now ask for I «/
(540) 434-8750 EOE

AWARD MM MS' l\irt- lin
nings Hourly Rate Plus Bonuses. No
Cold Calling No Selling. Paid every

BUSYMARKETINCiOIIK f Silk
ING. Money-Motivated, (ioal Oriented
individuals with strong communication
skills. Part-ltme evenings, hourly rate
plus CommiSSion Paid every week!
Call today ask for Candace
(540) 434-6277

deliver home. Early child hood major
a plus. References required SlOVhr.
Email :gibsonmb2003 Wyahoo.com
(540)442-1119

OWNER
SPECIALIST DEPARI
MENT Is seeking energetic, reliable.
SS motivated individuals to contact our
Massanuttcn Resort Owners about an
exciting new program. Work part time
3:30pm to 9:30pm. Sunday-Thursday
SI0.0O hourly plus commisson and bonuses. Don't wait, call today. Ask for
Samantha (540)434-8750 EOE

|
Lifeguard Staff Wanted
I
|
Wcstovcr Swimming Pool near
|
|
Downtown Great wage I n:.
|
i Morning, Mid-day St weekend hours ■
i available Applications accented until ■
.position arc filled (540)434-0571 for.
information. (540) 434-0571

hriday. Must have excellent phone
skills and neat handwriting for more
information call Kara 1540) 414-7290
(HIED CARE Wanted someone to
pick-up 5 year old after school and

SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell [rips.
Earn Cash and Oo free < all tor group
discounts Best deals guaranteed' Into
Reservations X00-MK-4849
www ststravcl com

LEARN TO BARTEND job placement
pay mcnl plans (540) 671 -1202
jiggersbartendingschtKiku hotmail com

[

Wane *n Bake
Spring Break '08
• riimit a
small ■r*u»
A Travel Frt.l

Wanted

HARRISONBI RdVOI I IRLDI PI
Looking for volunteers. No experience
necessary. Male or female. All classes
paid for. Pick up applications at 80
Maryland Avenue at Eire I>epartmem.
or call 421-0541

( Travel ]
SKYMVBI One Da> First Jump from

JMI Spring Break!
4 A 7 night trips Low prices guaranteed drmip discounts tor X- Hook 21
people, get 3 free trips' Campus rep*
needed,
www StudentCity com or
800-293-1445

■■•fclaHy llm
rmmik
• raw* *tc*w>li

www.sunsplishcaurt.cem
1.800.0 0.// 10

FALL'07 "Yeah...well,
not me, but a
guy I know..."

13.500'. GIFT CbRTIKK'AThS! ( omplclc infornuition is on www.skydivco*
range com (5401 943-6587

bring us your ideas

INSI'ITI II.

^

^

Catch The Breeze
every Monday
and Thursday

Tfr.QrapnjWiitm
Plan & Injury Clinic
M*'sl)epeelnS|s*Medn*
Dipbi^AmaxmAorkiy of fto Managed
(NropxutllwiOJll

'treatment of tact, lied, Muscle andJoint fain
'Specializing in Chronic and Difficult Cans
"Incorporating a Variety of therapies fr techniques
'fast, ijfective Tain Htsolution
'Covered hy 'Most Insurance flans

Harrisonburg

Staunton

540)442-8588

(540)885-3357

PAMELA STEVENS
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
anil SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE

The Breeze

is Hiring
Graphic Designers for Lead
and Assistant Lead positions
on the advertising staff. Must
be experienced and proficient
in Illustrator and PhotoShop.
Don't wait, apply today!

ngun

Communicating
U.S. Foreign Policy

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 10, 2007

ISAT159

apply and see job description at
http://joblink.jmu.edu

m

Work
The
Breeze
•1

Specialty salesperson
• Looking for a hard-working,
outgoing salesperson.
• paid by commission
• great experience for resume
Apply online atjoblink.jmu.edu
call 540.568.6127 for more info

7:00PM
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Check out the answers to
today's puzzle at
ffiebneeze.org

Sudoku

Results of
Online Poll:
Question:
How costly were
your textbooks
this semester?

9 4
5 8

1 6
9
4
6 7

Under $200:29

3

$200-$300:31
without the germs.

7

$300-$400: 22

The best way to
stop the spread of
germs is to cough
\ or sneeze into a
tissue or your
upper sleeve, not
into your hands.

$400-$500:36

I should have just
sold a kidney: 26

COVER
YOUR
MOUTH

fam^ft^k

Total votes: 144
Next poll
question:
Whafs your
favorite new
show this fall?
Vote online at
tlwbreeze.org

• Difficult Casts & Second Opinions
• Dentistry. Surgery. Cadiotogy.
Orthopedic. Neurology & Cancer Treatment

4 1
2
9

2
8
8 2
7 1

8 5

Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * * * & #
) 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman

The Spats

brainfreezepuzzles.com
by Jeff Pickering

• Drop OfTCare & New Clients Welcome
• Boarding & Grooming

P^

Homes Going

Quickly!

n
2

1

540 HOI ()(>(»()
w\\\\.|>lu .is.ind uii.nel
32 I

IMK

Monti.i\

.is.uii Kim ( irclt

Friday LOam

Spin

